The aim of this investigation is a comparative description of translation and interpretation in terms of modern communication technology, translation, and discourse studies. Each type of translation work, either oral or written, has its own specific requirements for the translator and the final result of his work -translation. A description of both types of translation cannot suffice without taking into account pragmatics, psycholinguistics, and the pragmatic scope of each text. A more important final result is the right linguistic expression in compliance with the grammatical, semantic, and stylistic rules of the target language. Special attention should be paid to extralinguistic factors -certain communicative situations that create special conditions for interpreting, including the place, time, recipients, and environment (interfering noise). The article describes different types of interpreting and draws the reader's attention to the controversial question of the interpreter's natural ability and the possibility of achieving excellence in interpreting through the intensive practising of skills simultaneously with a profound knowledge of certain languages and the translator or interpreter's general educational development.
Introduction
Communication in its broadest sense, being an equivalent to the concept of communicating as a purposeful and social information exchange process between people in different spheres of their intellectual labour and creative activity (Selivanova 2010: 275) , takes into account not only the language code of the communicators but also interaction features (strategy and the mutual influence of communicators) and perceptions (understanding the psychological effects of perception). This three-tiered approach to the study of communication opens up unlimited prospects for studies of its verbal expression in either oral or written texts, especially in translation studies.
At the heart of the international communicative process the first place is taken by an exchange of information from one cultural environment to another within a certain discourse. If we exclude the possibility of exchanging information by means of nonverbal signs and symbols together with verbal ones using a language of international communication, which is understandable for communicators, who are representatives of different cultures (e.g., English), the information exchange will undoubtedly be realised with the help of interpretation and translation as well. However, translation or interpreting is not only the result of translation practice which is presented orally or in a written form. Translation is "a purposeful linguopsychomental activity of a translator's or interpreter's personality as a recreating system that combines two phases: interpretation of a source language text and the generation of a target text on its basis" (Selivanova 2010: 545) .
Interpretation and Translation as a Communicative Act
Translation studies is one of the oldest linguistic disciplines. It has become an independent branch and cooperates with a wide range of issues in philosophy, psychology, social and cultural studies, etc. This interaction of a linguistic approach combined with the above -mentioned disciplines forms a focus on translation as a kind of information presented orally or in a written form being conveyed (transformed) with a particular aim, and at the same time is influenced by extralinguistic factors (social, cultural, and ethnic) . Consequently, "on the one hand, translation is the result of the integration of cognitive, speech, cultural, communicative, and social activities, while on the other hand, it is an intermediary" (Selivanova 2010: 545) . Thus, interpretation can be considered in a mental-coherent direction or alternatively, in a cognitive-pragmatic one with a new approach to the analysis of the interpreting process as "an active, communicative teleological supersystem determined by the interaction of two languages, cultures, and ethnic components of consciousness, an ontology represented in the discursive space of communicative interactions among the author of the original (sender), the interpreter, and their recipients" (Selivanova 2012: 445) .
The modern theory of communicative linguistics is based on the teachings of classics in the fields of semiology (Saussure), semiotics and pragmatics (Peirce), the nature of a language sign and the system of verbal functions (Bühler, Jakobson), speech acts (Austin, Searle, Grice), and others who changed the view of language not as an abstract system of signs, but as a means of exchanging social information in an oral or written form with relevant rules and behavioural characteristics among the communicants. Without a social context any language sign (verbal or non-verbal) loses its relevance (Čmejrková 2013: 27) . During a communicative act in a certain discourse between the addresser and the addressee the exchange takes place not only by means of verbal signs, but also non-verbal ones. The latter include facial gestures, eye contact, body positions, etc. It is obvious that the above-mentioned non-verbal signs mean nothing to translation, but they are important for the work of interpretation as an auxiliary element for a proper understanding of the context -the emotional and pragmatic communication vectors. Being in communicative situations with different types of discourse, the interpreter must be good at understanding the addresser and addressee's requirements and should be able to professionally set him-/herself up for a correct interpretation and the neutral "invisible" role of a mediator.
The Main Objective of the Article
Attention to our study of the cognitive-pragmatic model of interpretation and its comparison with the model of translation is caused by the need to help students on a training course on practical interpreting skills to develop the skills of applying the target language, particularly in the field of texts with special terminology (law, economics, medicine, philology, philosophy, psychology, art, and others) while interpreting. Contemporary globalisation and the increasing intensity of international contacts in the public and commercial areas has led to a special mediatory role of an interpreter in communication. Therefore, the demand for qualified interpreters is growing. It refers not only to qualified specialists and interpreters, but this is also about the middle class managers with the knowledge of a foreign language and translation and interpretation skills.
In view of these facts, the purpose of this article is to describe the process of interpreting the text as a content of the communicative material on a particular mental (cognitive) level directed from sender to receiver, taking into account and anticipating its mental level and particular characteristics of the perception. An additional point is that in our research we cannot remain distant from the personality of an interpreter as a mediator in the process of interpreting. Here we should place the emphasis on similarities and differences between interpreting and translation as a model of recoding one language system in another one "being a transitive link between two superimposed communicative situations that involves two phases: decoding and processing the content of the original text by an interpreter or a translator using the target language" (Selivanova 2012: 449) .
Interpreting Model and the Interpreter's Role
If we consider Ivana Čeňková's interpreting model (Čeňková 1988: 22) , the process of interpreting consists of three phases: information from the original text which is decoded by an interpreter: understanding, apprehension, and processing of the original; recoding into the target language and sending information to the addressee in the form of vocal communication. This model, except for its last phase, schematically resembles the process of translating. However, in the process of interpreting the information from one language into another, first, an interpreter is limited in time during all three stages (phases) while interpreting, second, he or she is unable to edit or verify the accuracy of the content sent to the addressee, and third, the interpreter is deprived of the chance to use additional literature and reference books, including dictionaries, texts, grammars, etc. An interpreter becomes a true mediator between addresser and addressee without any opportunity to express his or her own attitude towards the volume of information being conveyed. An interpreter's main target is only to deliver this volume from one language code into another.
In order to interpret the interpreter must possess extraordinary cognitive abilities (good short-and long-term memory, the ability to concentrate and to interpret the text within its scope, quick switching of attention from one activity to another, the ability to combine several types of extralinguistic activities and coherent speech, quick reactions to a change in the communicative situation, the ability to automate frequently used expressions in his or her memory, and understanding the main line of the text).
One of the Methods of Interpretation -a Method of Anticipation
The special methods of interpreting comprise the anticipation method, which relies on the interpreter's intuition allowing an interpreter in any communicative situation to predict the possible completion of sentences or the whole dialogue, interview, presentation, and other forms of communication. ). An interpreter from Ukrainian will conceive the continuation only with the help of the first words of the sentence, which will allow him or her to interpret automatically. Of course, we have to admit that there are cases where the anticipation technique might fail. For instance, after the addresser's key speech has been translated, irony, a joke, or satire can be perceived as a serious and real opinion, which is why the interpreter should be focused and attentive to both the content and form of the addresser's message, including extralinguistic changes, as well as considering the reaction of the public (the addressee). The anticipation technique is a characteristic feature of simultaneous interpretation, which is one of the main types of interpretation.
Simultaneous Interpretation, Its Characteristics and Types
The method of simultaneous interpretation consists of the interpretation occurring simultaneously with the speaker's (addresser's) speech (Hrdinová 2008: 9) . It is based on a person's ability to listen and talk simultaneously, provided that the subject of the discourse has the same content, and on a clearly elaborated interlingual interpretation technique. The interval between the original text and the target one is measured in terms of a number of seconds. This causes difficulties for the interpreter because he or she has to listen, interpret, and speak at the same time, often not being able to hear a certain phrase to the end. The interpreter can only anticipate the possible end of the text.
In Czech translation studies an important contribution to the theory of simultaneous interpretation was made by Ivana Čeňková (Čeňková 1988) . Her scientific formulations, which are based on the Russian language, focus on communicative, psycholinguistic, psychological, linguistic, and extralinguistic aspects of simultaneous interpretation. The researcher lays special emphasis on linguistic, morphological, and lexical-semantic factors in text segmentation and the transformation of expressive elements because as a result of the limited time during simultaneous interpretation the interpreter has to show an ability to compress a text and, in relation to it, grammatical transformations of an obligatory and optional type.
Method of whisper interpretation
One of the most important factors in simultaneous interpretation is its technical aspect. The interpretation is often carried out in specially equipped booths for each interpreter. Then, the interpreter is separate from the speaker, and the interpretation process occurs with the use of headphones and a microphone. If the interpreter interprets in a meeting room, where other interpreters are also present, and simultaneously listens to a speaker, in this case he or she interprets by whispering into a microphone. A similar method of interpretation, but without using special equipment, is called whisper interpretation (chuchotage). The interpreter whispers the interpretation to one or two people sitting nearby.
Method of remote simultaneous interpretation
Remote simultaneous interpretation is considered to be the most difficult type of simultaneous interpretation. This type of interpreting is used in exceptional cases, e.g., if the meeting room cannot accommodate interpretation booths or when it is necessary to interpret a whole video conference. During this interpretation process the interpreter is in the booth, which, in addition to headphones and a microphone, is equipped with a screen for showing the course of events in the meeting room. A specific form of simultaneous interpretation is the process of interpreting through one language called relay interpreting. This method is used in the case of multilingual translation. In this instance, one of the interpreters interprets by means of the working language taken as the original. All the other interpreters work following this original. The relay interpreting method requires the interpreter to master a high level of synchronicity with a speaker, accurate pronunciation, syntax, and stylistic adherence to rules, avoiding idioms. The interpreter who works on the principle of simultaneous relay interpreting should be able to explain nationally biased units (realities) that may not always be clear to the rest of the interpreters.
Method of sight translation
Another type of simultaneous interpretation is the so-called sight translation (offhand translation), i.e., the oral interpretation of a written text from the source language into the target language. The interpreter's perception of the written original text and its simultaneous interpretation gives a reason to consider this process as one of the types of simultaneous interpreting. This type of interpretation should be distinguished from translation, in which the interpreter has a pre-printed text of the speech and, being guided by it, interprets the speaker's direct speech. An interpreter can often meet with this type in practice if his or her task, for example, is to carry out a sight translation of the results of trade negotiations, meetings, contracts, etc. Because the sender (addresser) is missing, the interpreter is unable to rely upon additional information (body language or the, speaker's diction or delivery), but he or she can see the text in general and interpret at a pace set by him-/herself.
Consecutive Interpretation, Its Characteristics and Types
Another type of interpreting is the consecutive type, which originally allows the interpreter to listen to a certain part of the original text and then to interpret it. In this method, it is very important for the interpreter to have the ability to memorise messages in one hearing and interpret them professionally into the target language. There are two forms of consecutive interpretation, continuous and discontinuous. The discontinuous type is typical for interpreting in terms of longer texts and continuous -for short texts (messages, notes, greetings, toasts, or negotiations at the highest level). According to the model of performing consecutive interpreting, there also exists a division into interpreting with note-taking (if the amount of information, which is conveyed, exceeds the interpreter's ability to memorise, and a need arises to make notes of additional information referring to the subject matter of the interpreting or proper names, figures, numbers, dates, etc.) and without making notes (if the amount of information does not exceed the capability of the interpreter's short-term memory). Consecutive interpreting also includes such a type as the so-called informative interpretation, in which the interpreter conveys the original in a concise form (1/5 -1/3 of what was produced in the source language).
In addition to these two basic types of interpreting (simultaneous and consecutive), we can also distinguish several other types and subtypes, depending on the linguistic situation and the goal of the interpretation.
Conference interpreting
One such example is conference interpreting, which is considered to be the most difficult in terms of the cognitive approach. It is the consecutive type of interpreting with note-taking which is used for numerous listeners at large meetings, where the texts of the speeches are stylistically similar. The interpreter has to manage to interpret the basic text of the speech and, discussion questions and answers from a significant number of people. Conference interpreting is used in the fields of science, politics, technology, trade, and others. This type of interpreting was used for the first time in the early 20 th century (e.g., at the Geneva Peace Conference). Interpreting or interpretation was formerly performed by lawyers, journalists, historians, and members of the diplomatic corps. Interpreting took place consecutively, but later the simultaneous interpretation technique was added.
For interpreters, who work with the method of conference interpreting, it is very important to be able to use combinations consisting of active and passive languages. The active languages are considered to be the ones into which the interpretation is performed, and the passive languages are those that the interpreters understand very well and interpret from. The active language is predominantly the first language (mother tongue) or a foreign language if an interpreter has used it for a long time and with great intensity. Such interpretation activities require high concentration, good memory, quick reactions, instant code-switching, etc. This method of interpreting is different from the so-called contact translation (dialogues during negotiations and various types of communication), which employs ordinary consecutive interpreting. In escort interpreting, an interpreter accompanies a delegation on a tour and ensures the interpreting of daily communication messages (in a restaurant, while walking through the city, at the train station, in a hotel, etc.).
Method of guide interpreting
Another specific type of interpretation is guide interpreting. This is a type of interpretation activity, during which the interpreter acts as an intercultural mediator (interpreting of local and historical facts, generalisation and selection of information for foreign tourists). During a tour the guide talks about a certain object (fortress, castle, gallery, museum, etc.), and the interpreter performs not only a mechanical transposition of the relevant text, but also its creative interpretation in order to kindle the tourists' interest as much as possible.
The following subjective elements are integral parts of the communicative act of bilingual communication during excursions a communicator (sender, guide, a native speaker of the source language), communicants (addressee or a foreign tourist and the mediator (guide-interpreter), who enters the communication process as an intermediary of operational information transfer from one language code into another between the participants in the communicative situation.
For the addresser it is important to be familiar with the text of the excursion and its possible variations for each tourist group. The guide-interpreter (mediator) relies on the excursion text, which helps him or her decide on a certain type of interpretation, while interpreting and transforming the guide's source language into the cultural environment of the target language, using appropriate intonation and non-verbal means (posture, facial expressions, etc.). A tourist as an addressee (receiver) perceives information, and in such a way participates in the communicative process, being interested in its achieving its highest effect. The tourists, who decided to visit a particular place, always expect some results (feeling uplifted, an impression to emerge from what they heard, and new knowledge). These expectations depend on tourists' affiliation to a certain social group (the transformation of the original message is perceived in different ways by representatives of various occupations, age groups, males and females, etc.). They also depend on the guide's language proficiency, education, and background knowledge (educational level and worldview), and on the peculiarities of a tourist attraction as well (time, place, and other cultural contexts in which the perception in the target language takes place).
When interpreting a guide's speech, it is very important for an interpreter to have the ability to find the means in the target language which are equivalents to the source language in order to ensure an appropriate communicative and aesthetic effect. Therefore, an interpreter's primary goal is to interpret the stylistic register which complements the factors that influence a receiver who is a participant in the communicative process. The latter is not considered to be only a passive listener to the excursion text, but an active communicator (who asks questions and supplements the guide and interpreter's messages). The interpreter as a mediator must focus on the sender and receiver's communicative goals and ensure the best results of the communication in all possible ways. Thus, the successful progress of the communication process between sender and receiver is the interpreter's responsibility. Therefore, the factors, which contribute to the successful transformation of the excursion text from a guide (addresser) to a tourist (addressee) with the meditation of an interpreter, consist of the following professional qualifications possessed by the interpreter: predictive and associative thinking, an ability to apprehend and analyse, declamatory skills, creativity, quick orientation in the guide's speech, communication skills, sustainable activity in explaining culture-specific concepts, and an ability to achieve understanding between the guide and the interpreter him-/herself.
As already mentioned, the guide's (sender's) text should be focused on tourists and their variety. The guide should take into account the members of the tourist group in terms of age, the country they come from, the type of culture they represent, and other features, and he or she has to be good at adapting to the tourist group's requirements, allowing his or her narration to kindle the tourists' interest, to add the gloss of novelty, and to provide the tourists with a pleasant cognitive rest. The interpreter as a mediator should facilitate the communication process during an excursion on all its levels (psychological, stylistic, and informative).
As for the stylistic level of excursion texts, there are grounds for speaking of contiguity between journalistic and professional styles. Some texts, being marked with a certain level of untranslatability, have non-equivalent vocabulary (untranslatable) which has no direct equivalent in the target language. The structure of such vocabulary includes words which are bound up with the cultural and historical development of a particular ethnic group. The problem of translating non-equivalent vocabulary can be solved by using exoticisms and adding appropriate descriptive comments. According to the theory of the translation of non-equivalent vocabulary by Barkhudarov (Barkhudarov 1975) , there are three basic ways to transfer "untranslatable" vocabulary if a target language does not have any adequate equivalents: transcription (the speech element is transferred in its original form), loan translation, and the descriptive form that is used most often.
The Ukrainian non-equivalent vocabulary within the texts of excursions consists of the following units: local names, ecclesiastical realities, names of historical events, the Cossack system, units of territorial division, and ethnographic vocabulary.
Thus, the main channels through which the recipient (tourist) receives information from the guide (sender) are sound, eye contact, and an appropriate stylistic register of the translated text as a result of the interpreter's professionalism and creative efforts. (Harviľáková 2008: 64) .
Types of Interpretation According to Discourses
We cannot leave aside such a type of interpretation as the court interpreting, which is mainly performed by an interpreter at a police station, in court, or at other state institutions (the presence of a court interpreter during the consideration of different cases is regulated by the relevant law). A court interpreter has a special status and specific professional rights and responsibilities. A court interpreter must not only have an intimate knowledge of legal terminology in both languages, but also possess practical skills of the fast and error-free finding of appropriate equivalents (accuracy, entirety, correctness). The court interpreter's duties include providing a neutral attitude towards his or her clients. The interpreter is not entitled to provide interpreting services for his or her relatives and friends, and cannot show a personal interest in solving any legal and judicial case. In many countries of Europe and the world, for example in the Czech Republic, a court interpreter performs interpreting and translation as well.
A relatively new trend in translation practices is interpreting for national minorities. This need has arisen in connection with intensive migration. The purpose of this type of interpreting is to create understanding with representatives of other ethnic groups in public authorities and other institutions. The most common places, where interpreting for national minorities occurs are immigration centres, police stations, clinics, and hospitals. Information transfer is complicated mainly because of differences in the values and customs of other national minorities. The peculiarity of this interpreting practice lies not only in knowing the right terminology, including the difference in clients' language proficiency (dialects, slang, bilingualism, etc.), but also in the fact that it has to take into consideration the complicated extralinguistic circumstances which can happen during interpreting (expression of emotions, time constraints, significant cultural differences, etc.).
One of the advanced types of interpretation is interpreting for the media, which is a type of simultaneous interpreting of radio and television programmes (interviews, discussions, and videoconferences), first -run films at festivals, etc. The interpreter's work is complicated because he or she can see and hear only what the spectators do: in the case of a live broadcast, the text has to be interpreted without any prior preparation, therefore, simultaneously. Besides, the TV or radio anchor is absent and cannot respond to the interpreter's needs (by providing preliminary information about a certain programme or slowing down the conversation or pace of the discussion). Media interpreting differs from other specialised translations of scientific, journalistic, legal, and other discourses in that, for instance, while interpreting feature films it is necessary to perform this type of interpretation in belles-lettres style, with all its peculiarities and demands.
Monological, Dialogical, and Nonverbal Interpreting
In numerous studies of language education interpretation is divided according to its direction of interpreting -monological (solely from one language into another) and dialogical (from one language into another and vice versa). Monological interpreting is used as a method for teaching students at the first level of improving their interpretation skills, when they interpret only in one direction -from a foreign language into their native one. At the higher level of undergraduate training of student interpreters the dialogical method of interpreting is used. This requires the interpreter to switch language codes in both directions, i.e. between two working languages. We can find the latter method in interviews, dialogues, and negotiations.
In speaking of different types, methods, and forms of interpreting, we cannot leave unmentioned the special type of interpretation for the deaf -interpreting from the language of nonverbal signs into the one of verbal signs -and vice versa. The interpreter has to switch the language code between two sign systems -verbal and nonverbal; in this case simultaneous interpreting is mostly used. Recently, even this type of interpreting has gradually been becoming the subject of scientific research within translation theory (Hrdinová 2008: 12) .
Categories Evaluating Translation and Interpreting
In translation studies an extremely important question is the one pertaining to the evaluation of the quality of translation and interpreting. There are many theories, approaches, and recommendations regarding the proper, faithful, and appropriate translation of texts for all language styles. In belles-lettres style it is required not only to faithfully transfer the cultural environment of the original text using maximal stylistic equivalence, but there are also discussions which are held on translation strategies for stylistic equivalence aiming to achieve an identical pragmatic goal -to leave an impression on readers that takes into consideration the source and target language texts.
Compared with categories of thinking, the language, its system, and structure are rather conservative and require strict adherence to certain rules. Therefore, we must first differentiate between conceptual categories and grammatical and semantic language functions. The conceptual categories are self-consistent and unequivocal, but are expressed by different grammatical and semantic means (Bondarko 1983: 73) . The conceptual categories are formed on the basis of the so-called internal operation of thinking, which represents the correlation of the objective world, and are introduced in all the linguistic and semantic functions of a text, and all of it enables translation or interpretation from one language into another to occur. The existence of conceptual categories that are common, well-established, and separated from "my own self" as inseparable parts of linguistic and semantic functions, which perform certain formal language means, makes it possible to transfer thoughts during communication.
The universal character of categories of thinking should be contrasted non-universal linguistic and semantic functions -there are necessary expressive grammatical forms in each particular language. Consequently, in order to accurately convey a particular thought it is important to choose a certain grammatical category and a particular grammatical form which is in conformity with the three-tier language system (formally -grammatical, sematic, and communicative). Undoubtedly, the issue of equivalence or appropriacy of the translated text is associated with differences at the level of Slavic and non-Slavic languages. While translating or interpreting from one Slavic language into another Slavic one, because of the phenomenon of interlingual homonyms, we can encounter transfers at all language levels -from phonetic (mispronunciation -a Ukrainian accent and, long and short vowels in Czech) to formal grammatical and semantic (declension and conjugation) and stylistic (the use of prepositions, particles, conjunctions, word order, or the subject in the Ukrainian sentence and its absence in the Czech one).
Language and Stylistic Difficulties in Translation
The examples of various distinctions at formal grammatical and semantic levels of two languages (Ukrainian and Czech) include material which was collected by analysing the oral and written forms of translation performed by students from the Ukrainian Studies section of the Department of Slavic languages at Palacky University in Olomouc. For illustrative purposes we have chosen these.
For example, the Czech verb těšit se, with the preposition na -těšit se na někoho, na něco, means "to look forward to somebody or something". Although the Ukrainian language has a similar verb тішити/тішитися at the formal semantic level, in this particular context their forms cannot be used. The Ukrainian verb has the meaning "to be glad, content, to please someone" and is not used in combination with the preposition on. Because of the cognation of these two Slavic languages, we can observe the phenomenon of language transfer (linguistic interference) in such situations. Such Czech constructions, as dát si něco k jídlu; dát si čaj; co si dáte k pití; už máme velký hlad -musíme si dát oběd and others have to be translated in the following way: щось з'їсти ( Some Ukrainian impersonal verbal constructions (не спалося -I couldn't sleep, не сиділося -I couldn't sit, не лежалося -I couldn't lie) lack a formal grammatical equivalent in the Czech language. These verbs should be translated into Czech in the following way: nemohl(a) jsem spát, sedět, ležet or otherwise, depending on the context. The Czech past tense verb constructions in combination with the pronoun in the second person plural byla/byl jste doma; byli/byly/byla jste doma ought to be translated into Ukrainian using only one construction: ви були вдома (you were at home), without a wrong use of verbs in the form of masculine and feminine genders as a result of linguistic interference with Czech: ви була вдомa (you were at home -feminine gender); ви був удома (you were at home -masculine gender). Such forms are inherent in the Ukrainian language solely in conjunction with the pronoun you: ти була (you were -second-person singular, feminine gender), ти був (you were -second-person singular, masculine gender, but ви були (for feminine and masculine gender).
The following example explains the discrepancy between two grammatical constructions in Czech and Ukrainian. This is a sentence with participles. Читаючи книгу, вона посміхалася (Reading the book, she smiled). In the Czech language the participle is considered to be archaic and obsolete. The literal translation would be the following: Čtouc... knihu, usmívala se. But we have to translate this construction into modern standard Czech in the following manner: Při čtení knihy se usmívala or Když četla knihu, usmívala se. In other words, we used a subordinate clause or adverbial modifier. Quite often, the reverse translation of similar constructions from Czech into Ukrainian also generates linguistic interference. Students translate the similar subordinate clause from Czech into Ukrainian using the subordinate constuction in Ukrainian instead of the proper participle or verbal adverb phrase, for example, Коли вона читала книгу, то посміхалася or Під час читання книги вона посміхалася (While reading the book she smiled). Consequently, structurally "cumbersome" constructions appear in the Ukrainian language.
The next problem, which is encountered during translating, is nationally biased units, -for example, the names of cities: Kijev, Kyjiv, Kiev -Київ, Lvov -Львів (Anderš 2002: 192), Charkov -Харків, Dněpr -Дніпро, Dněstr -Дністер,. Regarding the translation of anthroponyms and toponyms, researchers believe that they should be rendered with the national likeness (Kundrat 2009:70) . This applies to, for example, the Ukrainian names Микола, Ігор, Тарас, Назар, Олеся, Львів, Тернопіль, and Київ, which have to be translated in such a way : Mykola, Ihor, Taras, Nazar, Olesja, Ľviv, Ternopiľ, and Kyjiv (but not Lvov, Ternopol, or Kyjev, as it is conveyed the Czech mass media) and others. And viсe versa, the Czech names Jan, Mikuláš, Helena, Anna, Anežka, Kroměříž, Olomouc, and Střižov have to be conveyed into Ukrainian in the following way: Ян, Мікулаш, Гелена, Анна, Анежка, Кромнєржіж, Оломоуць, Стршіжов, and others. Фройд -Фрейд, Дерида -Дерріда -Деррида, Черчілль -Черчилл -Черчиль, де Голь -де Ґоль, Клінтон -Клинтон. The reason for double names involves foreign words, including foreign proper names, which were mostly taken into the Ukrainian language through Russian, with a certain Russian influence on how they are written, for example, хокей instead of гокей, whereas the Russian language does not have the phoneme /г/, but only /х/ and /-ґ-/, which is why we cannot pronounce it in the following way: Ханс, Хельмут, Хофман, or Йоханнесбург, but Ганс, Гельмут, Гофман, Йоганн, Йоганнесбург, etc. We can often encounter the wrong conveyance of the Ukrainian phoneme /и/ as the Russian /ы /, particularly after sibilants: чытачы, віршы, жынка, or бджылка, instead of читачі, вірші, жінка, бджілка, or vice versa -the use of the Russian phoneme /и/ and its Ukrainian equivalent /і/ in parts of the words where there should be the Ukrainian phoneme /и/: чітач, чістий, жіття замість читач, чистий, життя, etc (Ponomariv 2002: 19-21) . So, while translating or interpreting texts with different linguistic styles the peculiarities of pronunciation and spelling norms have to be taken into consideration.
As a result of the process of the mutual influence of closely related languages, a sociolect or social dialect of Ukrainian and Russian, which is called surzhyk, emerged (Karavanskyi 2000:8) , which has not only a spoken form, but also a written one (it is well represented in the prose works of some Ukrainian writers, including Serhiy Zhadan). A translator or interpreter may come across it even during court interpreting, interpreting for national minorities, interpreting for the media, and conference interpreting and its different subtypes when the translator or interpreter does his or her work for communicators who use a substandard vocabulary including surzhyk.
According to the Czech translation theorist Milan Hrdlička (Hrdlička 2003: 21) , the main purpose of translation is not just the reproduction of linguistic means but also the information which they express. In this context, an important question that has to be answered relates to semantic equivalence. It is impossible to find the proper grammatical form in Czech for the Ukrainian lexeme доба, whereas in Czech the word доба (doba) means period, but not twenty-four hours. In Czech we can translate the Ukrainian доба as den a noc (day and night) or only day, meaning 24 hours. For the Czech lexeme svačina the Ukrainian equivalents will be другий сніданок (second breakfast or elevenses) and підвечірок (high tea). The Czech expression lamač ženských srdcí cannot be conveyed as приборкувач жіночих сердець (tamer of women's hearts). Speaking of semantic equivalence, it is necessary to find another much closer equivalent -which would be pragmatically equivalent and adapted to a foreign environment at the aesthetic and communicative levels.
We cannot leave unmentioned another very important factor, which are interlingual homonyms. For example, the Czech word holka (a girl) in Ukrainian means голка (a needle), the word combination čerstvý chléb -starý chléb may be translated as свіжий хліб -черствий хліб (fresh bread -stale bread), the Czech rozvaha as роздуми (prudence) in Ukrainian. Thus, the translator must have profound knowledge of the language and, its system and structure, and possess a "translator's intuition". "The translator or interpreter's work should not look like a mechanical replacement of signs, but must be a conscious activity, the act of thinking, creative will, by which a living human interest exists" (Radchuk 1999: 3) .
The Ukrainian language has recently been influenced by a large number of English words. This is due to new technologies in various industries, as well as the lightning spread of information around the world via the Internet. Borrowings appear in a language in various ways: directly or through other foreign languages. In such a way, analytical Romance and Germanic languages influence the flexive Ukrainian one. The basics of morphology, word order, and intonation come under this influence: милий (darling) becomes бойфрендом (boyfriend), фестиваль (festival) -музик-фестом (music fest), and показ мод (fashion show) -фешн-шоу (fashion show) (Radchuk 2006: 11) .
While translating from Ukrainian into Czech we can replace foreign loanwords by purely Czech lexemes or find the English original and bring it into the Czech translation. In Ukrainian prose and, partly, journalistic texts, in everyday communication and the mass media we can often encounter whole sentences or even dialogues in Russian or surzhyk. The translator should solve the problem of how to translate these passages into the target language text. If it is a translation, for example, from Ukrainian into another non-Slavic language, in this case, the Russian borrowings or those from surzhyk must be properly conveyed by means available in the target language. But when it comes to translation, such as from Ukrainian into Czech, taking into account linguistic-cultural relatedness and the historical circumstances, the elements of the Russian language may be left, with notes or translation in references for the reader and explanations or with the help of a descriptive translation for the recipient. The elements of surzhyk have to be translated either into standard Czech or by using its colloquial variant (common Czech).
In other linguistic styles, including scientific and official ones, special attention is drawn to the equivalence of the terms that retranslated and consideration of stylistic norms in the target language. One of the main criteria in estimating the quality of a translation is the conformity of the communicative effects to the source and target languages, and the preservation of pragmatic information. It is clear that the concept of pragmatic information in each language style is different and has its own stylistic means.
Conclusions
In most cases, a translator, who creates a translation in any linguistic style, is not in a stressful situation (although this is possible if the amount of text is huge and time is limited) and has enough time to produce a good-quality and well-structured translation. An interpreter, as a rule, is in a stressful situation which arises because of the time limit on interpreting, as well as; overcrowded rooms, such as courtrooms, hospitals, and offices; adverse weather conditions, jet-lag, noise, etc. Therefore, his or her activity imposes a considerable mental load and requires a special focus on the target language. Since translations are subject to future publication, there is a special requirement with regard to the rules of grammar and stylistics. Interpretation is usually performed only once, it is not repeated, and that is why the requirements for stylistic norms and word order are much lower than in translation. The primary focus of the translation requirements in terms of quality is on the accurate transfer of denotative and pragmatic information in relation to the appropriate form. Undoubtedly, if the translation deals with specialised texts, such as with legal, economic, and medical terminology, etc., then the requirement for the equivalence of the terms is very high.
Each translator creates a dynamic new connection and intercultural transfer of the text to the extent that it takes into account the culture-specific matching of the languages, situation, and object in question. The translator's understanding of the text requires a knowledge of the history, society, institutions, social conditions, religious beliefs, and culturally and situationally predefined patterns of speaking and behaviour of the "original culture", and knowledge of the syntactic and semantic structures of the "original" text. In the process of translation a translator takes into consideration, on the one hand, objective social realities of the target culture, such as forms of language occurrences and the sign systems of everyday life, customs, and social roles, and on the other hand, the system that applies to non-specialist audiences, the experience of the reader, his or her interests, norms, behaviours, motives, and cognitive and emotional forms of consciousness and experiences. Creating the equivalent text, a translator neutralises the linguistic-ethnic barrier between the two linguistic and cultural environments and this enables communication, which is comparable with the ability to communicate within monolingual communication.
Сommon features of interpretation and translation include the need for high language competence and the translator's general erudition (perfect language skills, knowledge of features of the cultural background, functional approach to linguistic means, and a developed aesthetic and cultural perception). But, considering that the requirements for performers of translation and interpretation are different, even in the scientific literature the assertion whether the professional specialist exists at all, and can be a true professional in both translating and interpreting remains debatable.
Summary
The aim of this article is to investigate the background of the interpretation and translation process with regard to modern communication theory, the diversity of discourse, and the influence of social and psychological factors on a translator or an interpreter. The basis for the two kinds of translation is the pragmatic transfer of information from the source language into the target one. However, one question is up for debate, which is the matter of the quality of interpretation and translation. What is the right way to educate for both these professions?
